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Abstract. We present the realization of a fault-source data
set designed to become the starting point in regional-scale
tsunami hazard studies. Our approach focuses on the para-
metric fault characterization in terms of geometry, kinemat-
ics, and assessment of activity rates, and includes a system-
atic classification in six justification levels of epistemic un-
certainty related with the existence and behaviour of fault
sources. We set up a case study in the central Mediter-
ranean Sea, an area at the intersection of the European,
African, and Aegean plates, characterized by a complex and
debated tectonic structure and where several tsunamis oc-
curred in the past. Using tsunami scenarios of maximum
wave height due to crustal earthquakes (Mw = 7) and sub-
duction earthquakes (Mw = 7 and Mw = 8), we illustrate
first-order consequences of critical choices in addressing the
seismogenic and tsunamigenic potentials of fault sources.
Although tsunamis generated by Mw = 8 earthquakes pre-
dictably affect the entire basin, the impact of tsunamis gener-
ated by Mw = 7 earthquakes on either crustal or subduction
fault sources can still be strong at many locales. Such scenar-
ios show how the relative location/orientation of faults with
respect to target coastlines coupled with bathymetric features
suggest avoiding the preselection of fault sources without ad-
dressing their possible impact onto hazard analysis results.
1 Introduction
Following the destructive tsunami of the Indian Ocean in
2004, Probabilistic Tsunami Hazard Analysis (PTHA) has
gained more attention than in the past. Especially in areas
where empirical data are drawn from incomplete earthquake
and tsunami catalogs, it becomes a necessity to found PTHA
upon modelling of the seismic source and of the tsunami
propagation. Considering that earthquakes are generally the
most likely sources for tsunami generation, PTHA often bor-
rows concepts and methods (Geist and Parsons, 2006) from
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA). However,
among the various additional difficulties that arise when per-
forming PTHA as opposed to PSHA, there exists an instance
of specific difficulty related with the potentially tsunami-
genic offshore faults that are generally poorly constrained.
To date, most PTHA studies focused on subduction zones
because, as experience shows, they are the sources of earth-
quakes that can generate the biggest tsunamis. Various levels
of detail were applied to describe the subduction geometry,
often in consideration of the distance from the target coasts
or other technical factors (Annaka et al., 2007; Burbidge et
al., 2008; Gonza´lez et al., 2009; Power et al., 2012). Bur-
bidge et al. (2008) also took into account fault sources other
than megathrusts associated with subduction zones and used
criteria based on the expected potential tsunami threat to pre-
select the fault sources to be included in the analysis. Some
PTHA studies mainly relied on earthquake catalogs to delin-
eate broad area sources (Mitsoudis et al., 2012; Sørensen et
al., 2012) or gridded seismicity (Grezio et al., 2012). Recur-
rence time or frequency of earthquake sources is often based
on the Gutenberg–Richter power law (Power t al., 2007;
Burbidge et al., 2008; Power et al., 2012; Grezio et al., 2012;
Sørensen et al., 2012) or the characteristic earthquake model
(Annaka et al., 2007; Gonza´lez et al., 2009) or both (Geist
and Parsons, 2006).
Mapping of active offshore faults may highlight the pres-
ence of potentially tsunamigenic sources that can be critical
in areas where seismic catalogs are deficient or where the
earthquake recurrence interval is very long compared with
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the length of the catalog or where fault activity is episodic
(long periods of silence interrupted by burst of activity).
However, fault identification, characterization, and evalua-
tion of the tsunamigenic potential are particularly challeng-
ing because (1) most of the necessary data comes from in-
frequent geologic studies in the offshore and (2) in tsunami
studies there is a need to investigate very large areas. These
are the main two reasons for geologic fault data incomplete-
ness.
Although the use of fault sources is likely one of the most
suitable ways to perform region-wide PTHA, the identified
and characterized fault sources may have significantly differ-
ent levels of epistemic uncertainty at the moment of a PTHA
effort. The first step in addressing these epistemic uncertain-
ties requires defining the level of knowledge on the existence
of the proposed fault sources and characterizing them in a
hierarchical framework. Subsequently, epistemic uncertain-
ties will mainly involve the type and rate of earthquake pro-
duction of those fault sources. Finally, an evaluation of the
completeness level of the fault data set is critical. In effec-
tive PTHA studies, potential gaps in fault knowledge should
be compensated by area sources or smoothing kernels with
diffuse and/or background seismicity. To deal with these un-
certainties, different methodologies may be adopted, such
as logic trees (e.g. Geist and Parsons, 2006; Annaka et al.,
2007), Bayesian inference (e.g. Grezio et al., 2010; Selva et
al., 2010), or even expert elicitation (e.g. Neri et al., 2008;
Selva et al., 2012). However, a specific focus is necessary on
detailing the gamut of choices that PTHA practice will face
from mapping and parameterizing fault sources to estimating
earthquake recurrence times. All these issues should be ad-
dressed before running tsunami simulations for calculating
wave propagation and/or run-up, that is to say, in preparing
the fault database.
To explore the initial steps that need to be taken for in-
tegrating geologic fault data in region-wide PTHA, we de-
velop a case study in the central Mediterranean Sea, an area
located at the intersection between the European, African,
and Aegean plates, and known for having been historically
affected by tsunamis generated by crustal and subduction
earthquake sources of very variable types and dimensions
(Fig. 1). Historical tsunamis in the central Mediterranean Sea
have caused significant effects and damage even when gen-
erated by moderate earthquakes (NGDC/WDS Global His-
torical Tsunami Database). This might have been caused by
a combination of factors, including the small size of the
basin compared with the number of potential sources at short
distance from coastlines. Historical earthquake catalogs in
the Mediterranean area are the most accurate and complete
among those that span several centuries; however, offshore
seismicity is not necessarily well captured in those catalogs.
On the one hand, an approach that relies mostly on known
seismicity may fail in identifying and characterizing many
potential tsunamigenic sources. On the other hand, there is
no apparent way of determining the sufficient number of fault
sources in an input data set for performing PTHA, and the
evaluation of activity rates may necessarily rely on average
long-term geologic fault behaviour.
Our study presents the design and realization of a PTHA-
oriented input data set of fault sources that may become
the starting point for a region-wide hazard study. We fo-
cus on the classification of epistemic uncertainties related
with the existence and behaviour (e.g. temporal recurrence
model, size distribution) of the fault sources. As an exam-
ple, we present a possible formalization of epistemic uncer-
tainty treatment in a logic tree for which we illustrate one
pattern of choices being made to derive activity rates from a
consistent recurrence model that exploits the geologic fault
properties. However, notice that a full characterization of
fault sources also should include geometric and kinematic
parameterization whose epistemic uncertainties are not anal-
ysed here, since they deserve further dedicated sensitivity
studies. Accordingly, we do not investigate further epistemic
uncertainties like those related to modelling of seafloor dis-
placement, tsunami generation, and propagation (e.g. Geist,
2009; Løvholt et al., 2012a). We limit ourselves to roughly
assess the overall tsunamigenic potential associated to the
faults here analysed. We accomplish this task by running sev-
eral sample scenarios based on quite standard techniques and
then we analyse the maximum wave Heights (Hmax) gener-
ated along the coasts of the central Mediterranean Sea. Al-
though a comprehensive PTHA study is beyond the purpose
of this paper, combining a logic-tree approach or a Bayesian
approach with our analyses may represent the basis to eval-
uate the impact that epistemic uncertainties on fault sources
may have onto the hazard calculations.
2 Method and rationale
The compilation of an input data set for PTHA is a rather
long process that includes identification, mapping, and char-
acterization of fault sources, and requires the systematic
inspection of many different data types. When tackling a
PTHA of a region, at the end of the compilation process the
resulting data set can include fault sources of any of the fol-
lowing three different types.
Fault Type 1: coastal and offshore structures that are fully
parameterized and their epistemic uncertainty addressed.
In our data set, we classify these faults into two cate-
gories: crustal fault sources and subduction fault sources.
The main reasons for keeping these two categories separated
for tsunami hazard studies are summarized in Table 1.
Fault Type 2: known offshore structures, or possible con-
tinuation of known onshore faults, whose capability of re-
leasing earthquakes of significant magnitude is unknown or
not yet investigated. Fault sources of this type can also be
alternative solutions to fault sources of Type 1. These fault
sources can also be parameterized.
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Fig. 1. Map of the study area showing the main tectonic structures (red lines represent faults; saw-toothed red lines represent thrust faults),
seismicity from SHEEC (green solid circles; data from Stucchi et al., 2012) and EMEC (blue open circles; data from Gru¨nthal and Wahlstro¨m,
2012), and tsunami sources (light-blue large solid circles) from NGDC/WDS Global Historical Tsunami Database. Inset shows the general
tectonic setting of the central Mediterranean Sea. Legend for tectonic plates: EU, Eurasian; AF, African; AE, Aegean; AT, Anatolian; AR,
Arabian. Notice the Adria Microplate (AD), a promontory of the African Plate, which acts as an indenter in between the Apennines to the
west, the Alps to the north, and the Albanides–Dinarides to the east, all facing the Adriatic Sea.
Table 1. Summary of modelling approaches for crustal and subduction sources.
Crustal fault sources Subduction fault sources
3-D geometry Simple planar dipping surface Need to use complex dipping surface
(constant dip or dip direction) can be used. (dip and dip direction vary with depth).
Mechanical properties Uniform half space, constant rigidity, and 3-D heterogeneous medium.
constant stress drop are viable simplifications. Trade off between rigidity and stress drop
should be considered (Bilek and Lay, 1999).
Scaling laws Various relationships can be applied depending on Requires application of fault scaling laws
faulting type and/or tectonic setting and specifically derived for subduction earthquakes
crustal properties (e.g. stable continental region and distinction between interface and intraplate
vs. active margin). faulting (e.g. Strasser et al., 2010).
Seafloor displacement Can be effectively obtained from Dislocation modelling that better takes into
modelling of fault dislocation in a uniform consideration the geometrical and mechanical
half space (e.g. Okada, 1985). properties is desirable (e.g. finite element modelling).
Near field/far field Small crustal faults can be important Subduction zones are important even
if they are close to target. if they are very distant from target.
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/1025/2013/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 1025–1050, 2013
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Fault Type 3: structures located in areas with known or
possible seismic/tectonic activity, but where fault identifica-
tion and mapping has not yet been carried out. This condi-
tion may occur for different reasons, e.g. scarcity of geo-
physical/geological data at the scale of interest, and/or com-
plex fault systems with many structures whose relative im-
portance is difficult to discriminate. These potential sources
can be described by area sources and their parameters treated
stochastically.
Dependencies among fault sources of different types have
to be identified, and cases of sources that are mutually exclu-
sive clearly labelled to avoid double counting. The relative
importance that each source type has in the hazard assess-
ment has to be evaluated by the hazard modellers.
The making of such data sets relies almost exclusively
on critical review of published geologic and tectonic data
about coastal and offshore structures. Differently from on-
land studies of active faulting, the coastal and offshore
structures are less accessible and, therefore, more difficult
to be mapped. Submarine paleoseismological investigations
are rare because they are mainly conducted through high-
resolution seismic profiles and well data. Geometry and kine-
matics of faults at depth mainly rely on hydrocarbon explo-
ration data, if available. Seismicity data can help with fault
characterization in the coastal zone, but they are usually not
accurate enough in the offshore unless highly expensive OBS
(ocean bottom seismometer) network experiments are carried
out. In onshore PSHA, recurrence models based on detailed
knowledge of segment boundaries are often used (e.g. Pe-
tersen et al., 2008; Stirling et al., 2012). If this could be an
option in onshore studies, the above illustrated circumstances
suggest that when most faults are located offshore, as it is the
case of tsunami hazard studies, the extensive use of fault seg-
mentation models cannot be a viable option. Although only
a small set of parameters is commonly used to characterize
fault sources in PSHA (Haller and Basili, 2011), all these pa-
rameters are uncertain, their uncertainty has to be character-
ized, and its impact onto the hazard estimates be evaluated.
All faults included into such data sets are assumed to be able
to release earthquakes equal or larger than a minimum mag-
nitude that usually reflects an engineering requirement or a
dimensional limit (in either length or width or displacement)
for the identification of faults.
The fundamental epistemic uncertainty to be assessed in
the characterization of fault sources is the fault activity or,
more importantly, its “existence”, which involves criteria that
provide an indication for the potential of future earthquake
occurrence. Such criteria include spatial or causal associa-
tion with past earthquakes, evidence for geologically recent
displacement, structural association with other active faults,
orientation relative to the regional stress regime, and other
considerations (see Budnitz et al., 1997, Vol. 1, §4.3). Based
on concepts of propositional knowledge, the list of declara-
tions in the left-hand column of Table 2 provides a way for
rating the relative usefulness of these criteria. The capability
of a fault to release earthquakes is rated on the basis of how
this property is known, i.e. the justification level for taking
the fault into consideration. Each successive proposition in
this list represents a lower level of knowledge (higher epis-
temic uncertainty).
In all cases, it is implicitly assumed that the earthquake
considered in each proposition has a magnitude equal to or
larger than the minimum value that was adopted for includ-
ing a fault source in the data set, not the minor seismicity.
In cases #1–3 the lower level of knowledge of the fault is
dictated by the higher level of inference needed in a study to
associate an event (the earthquake) that is progressively more
distant in time to its cause (the causative fault). Case #4 rep-
resents a higher level of inference because it depends on indi-
rectly acquired knowledge based on an association between
different geological structures. The last two cases involve all
geological criteria used to classify active faults based on their
long-term activity, based, for example, on the displacement
of geological markers (case #5) or based on how favourably
their strike and dip are with respect to the present stress
regime (case #6).
In order to assess the epistemic uncertainty about the exis-
tence of tsunamigenic fault sources, it is necessary to oppor-
tunely adapt the criteria used in the propositions for potential
of future earthquake occurrence to take into account empir-
ical data or prospective analysis about tsunamis. The list of
propositions in the right-hand column of Table 2 could then
be used.
The statements of cases #4, #5, and #6 require that the fault
be located on the coast or offshore or is somehow capable of
significantly displacing the sea bottom during an earthquake.
Empirical data to address cases #1–4 for justifying the ex-
istence of tsunamigenic fault sources are usually rarer and
more difficult to interpret than for seismogenic fault sources.
In the absence or scarcity of empirical data, any fault located
near the coast or offshore, can be thought of having a certain
tsunamigenic potential because it can be considered capable
of displacing the seafloor. In addition to the initial seafloor
displacement, some aspects of tsunamigenic potential can be
better highlighted by numerical tsunami simulations that will
show the wave propagation properties and the bathymetric
effects in the basin domain under study.
In the following sections we present a fault-source data set
compiled for the central Mediterranean Sea using the classifi-
cations described above for addressing the justification level
of the faults. The available empirical data on seismogenic
and tsunamigenic properties of fault sources are discussed.
The natural variability about fault parameters (aleatory un-
certainty) is given in ranges of minimum and maximum val-
ues.
To illustrate the possible uses of the presented epistemic
uncertainties, we show an example of how they can be in-
corporated in a logic tree (Fig. 2), which includes alterna-
tive model options from fault identification to the determi-
nation of activity rates. Depending on the hazard analysis
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Table 2. Classification scheme for the justification levels of seismogenic (left) and tsunamigenic (right) behaviour of fault sources.
Just. level Propositions for seismogenic behaviour Propositions for tsunamigenic behaviour
One knows that a fault exists because it generated . . . One knows that an existing fault generated . . .
#1: an earthquake known from instrumental recordings; a tsunami known from instrumental recordings;
#2: an earthquake known from historical accounts; a tsunami known from historical accounts;
#3: a pre-historical earthquake known for a pre-historical tsunami known
its paleoseismological evidence (e.g. surface rupture, from geological records (e.g. tsunami deposits);
seismites, liquefaction, tsunami deposits);
#4: no earthquake, but the fault belongs to a fault no tsunami, but the fault belongs to a fault system in which
system in which at least one neighbouring fault at least one neighbouring fault is classified as case #1, #2 or #3
is classified as case #1, #2 or #3; and is capable of displacing the seafloor;
#5: no earthquake, but the fault belongs to no tsunami, but the fault belongs to a system
a system that is thought to be active; that is thought to be active and the fault is capable of
displacing the seafloor;
#6: no earthquake, but there is some evidence no tsunami, but there is some evidence
that the fault would do so. that the fault would do so.
to be performed, however, a logic tree can be designed very
differently from the one we show here for taking into account
the main elements of our study. To address the recurrence
of potential tsunamigenic earthquake ruptures we adopt the
Gutenberg–Richter (GR) law transformed by Kagan (2002a)
into the “Pareto” distribution for scalar seismic moment. This
moment–frequency distribution (MFD) is truncated at a max-
imum moment value and follows the moment rate conserva-
tion principle (Kagan, 2002b). The characterization of fault
sources includes the minimum set of parameters that is nec-
essary for calculating the seafloor displacement caused by
a potential rupture and the ensuing tsunami. For subduction
sources only, we also illustrate a nested logic tree (lower
panel in Fig. 2) for treating some other fault parameters, such
as the maximum seismogenic depth, long-term aseismic fac-
tor, and moment upper bound, which may strongly affect the
estimation of activity rates.
For each crustal fault source included in our data set we
show a sample tsunami scenario for an Mw = 7 earthquake;
for the two subduction sources we show sample scenarios for
Mw = 7 and Mw = 8 earthquakes.
3 Fault sources model
This section briefly summarizes the tectonic background
of our case-study area. Following the rationale described
in Sect. 2, we illustrate the parameters of the identified
fault sources of Type 1 (Fig. 3, Tables 3 and 4) and their
justification level classification (Fig. 4, Table A1). Fault
sources are grouped according to the following four main
tectonic domains: A, Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt; B,
Hellenic Arc; C, Calabrian Arc; D, Sicily–Tunisia Graben.
Groups B and C include both crustal and subduction fault
sources. For what concerns the latter, we do not illus-
trate details of intraslab and outer-rise faulting that can be
generally included in Type 3. Types 2 and 3 of crustal
fault sources are briefly illustrated. In addition to these
fault sources, our subsequent analysis also incorporates on-
shore and offshore fault sources from the DISS (Database
of Individual Seismogenic Sources) (Basili et al., 2008;
DISS Working Group, 2010), where available, as shown in
Fig. 3. Unless otherwise noted, all seismicity information
given in the following description is taken from SHEEC
(SHARE European Earthquake Catalog) (Stucchi et al.,
2012) and EMEC (European-Mediterranean Earthquake Cat-
alog) (Gru¨nthal and Wahlstro¨m, 2012) catalogs. In subse-
quent text and in all relevant figures and tables, each fault
source is referred to by a code formed by a letter (A, B, C,
and D for crustal fault groups, and S for subductions) fol-
lowed by an ordinal number.
3.1 Tectonic background
The central Mediterranean Sea is tectonically dominated by
the interaction of the African, Eurasian, and Aegean plates
(Figs. 1 and 3). The African oceanic crust (Ionian Sea) is sub-
ducted beneath the European Plate in the Calabrian Arc and
beneath the Aegean Plate in the Hellenic Arc. A promontory
of continental crust of the African Plate, often referred to as
the Adria Microplate, separates the northward continuation
of the two subduction zones.
Although the two slabs belong to the same plate, the Cal-
abrian and Hellenic subductions are different in terms of
both geometry and behaviour. The Hellenic slab dips to the
north-northeast at a shallow angle (ca. 20−30◦, e.g. Papaza-
chos et al., 2000; Suckale et al., 2009; Gesret et al., 2011),
whereas the Calabrian slab is much steeper (ca. 70− 80◦,
www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci.net/13/1025/2013/ Nat. Hazards Earth Syst. Sci., 13, 1025–1050, 2013
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Fig. 2. Example of a simplified logic tree for fault source parameters (Fault Type 1); weights are not assigned. The upper panel is dedicated
to crustal fault sources. The lower panel shows a nested branch emanating from the MFD model node for treating additional epistemic
uncertainties in the recurrence rate estimation for subduction sources. Notice that some of these quantities may also, or even preferably, be
treated as distributions rather than branches (e.g. moment upper bound). Different model strategies may also apply to fault sources (Fault
Type 1) with lower justification level and/or for fault sources characterized by different sets of parameters (Fault Types 2 and 3).
e.g. Chiarabba et al., 2008) and dips to the northwest. Con-
vergence rates are in the order of 35 mm yr−1 in the Hellenic
Arc (Reilinger et al., 2006) and 1–5 mm yr−1 in the Calabrian
Arc (D’Agostino and Selvaggi, 2004; Devoti et al., 2008;
Howe and Bird, 2010; Serpelloni et al., 2010; D’Agostino
et al., 2011). Wide and thick accretionary wedges devel-
oped in both zones as a consequence of the subduction pro-
cesses thereby deforming the thick sediment cover accumu-
lated over time onto the Ionian crust. Away from the subduc-
tion of the Ionian oceanic crust, the collision of continental
crust is active along the coast of northern Greece and Alba-
nia, in Sicily, and in the Taranto Gulf. Intracontinental defor-
mation occurs in the Sicily Channel and carries on toward the
Gulf of Sirte (Corti et al., 2006; Serpelloni et al., 2007).
3.2 Group A: Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt
3.2.1 Crustal fault sources (Type 1)
The Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt is the result of colli-
sion between the continental crust of the Apulia domain and
the Eurasian plate (Kokinou et al., 2005; Shaw and Jackson,
2010; Royden and Papanikolaou, 2011).
Six main fault sources located in the coastal and offshore
zones of the Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt are included in
our data set [A1–A6]. They have a landward (NE) dip of
about 30◦. A1 and A6 reach a maximum depth of 15–20 km
as can be inferred from seismic lines (Velaj, 2001; Finetti
and Del Ben, 2005a). All the other sources are assumed to
be located within the first 10–12 km of the crust, based on
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Fig. 3. Map of the fault sources in the study area. The representation of parameterized crustal fault sources (Table 3) includes the vertical
projection of the fault dipping surface. Subduction slabs are shown by depth contours (for parameters see Table 4). Legend of fault identifiers
(ID): A, Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt; B, Hellenic Arc; C, Calabrian Arc; D, Sicily–Tunisia Graben. Justification levels are shown in
parenthesis as: S#-T# (see Table A1 for detailed information about the justification levels).
general considerations on the depth of the regional detach-
ment. Slip rate values are equally partitioned to account for
the 5–10 mm yr−1 of local convergence between the Apu-
lia and Hellenides domains (Hollenstein et al., 2008), also
considering onshore fault sources not presented here. The
available focal mechanisms indicate dominant reverse fault-
ing with SW–NE horizontal P-axes (Papazachos et al., 1999;
Louvari et al., 2001); strike-slip events are also present, pos-
sibly activating tear faults (Vannucci et al., 2004; European-
Mediterranean RCMT catalog by Pondrelli et al., 2006, 2007,
2011). The largest earthquakes of this area occurred in 1278,
1732 and 1786 near Kerkyra Island with estimated magni-
tudes of about 6.5–6.6. The largest earthquakes of the instru-
mental era occurred to the SE of Kerkyra Island on 5 Novem-
ber 1960,M = 5.7, on a strike-slip fault (Papadopoulos et al.,
1986), and on 29 June 2007, M = 5.6.
3.3 Group B: Hellenic Arc
3.3.1 Subduction fault source (Type 1)
In the Hellenic Arc, the oceanic crust of the African Plate is
subducted beneath the Aegean Plate. The subduction system
[S2] develops along a 1000-km-long arc stretching NW–SE
from Cephalonia to Crete (West Hellenic Arc) and SW–NE
Fig. 4. Matrix for classifying the combined justification levels
for the existence of fault sources in terms of both seismogenic
and tsunamigenic evidences (data for this classification reported in
Table A1).
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Table 4. Parameters of subduction sources (see Fig. 3 for location).
ID Name Max conv. Azimuth CW Dip Dip Depth Depth Length Width Moment
rate from North direction to top to bottom rate
mm yr−1 deg deg km km km km ×1016 Nm yr−1
Min Max
S1 Calabrian Arc 1–5 306 20 NNW 10 40–50 ∼ 300 88–117 47 253
S2 Hellenic Arc 35 35 30 NNE 15 40–50 ∼ 1000 50–70 1050 5880
from east of Crete to Rhodes (East Hellenic Arc). The west-
ern lateral termination, in the Ionian Islands, is characterized
by a 100-km-wide dextral shear zone, which accommodates
the different styles and rates of deformation occurring be-
tween the oceanic subduction to the east and the continental
collision to the west (Feng et al., 2010; Shaw and Jackson,
2010). The eastern part of the arc is characterized by oblique
contraction.
The African oceanic crust in the central Mediterranean
is mostly covered by the deformed sediments of the ac-
cretionary wedge and lies as deep as 16 km (Makris and
Yegorova, 2006). The slab hingeline is approximately located
beneath the so-called Hellenic Trench. Further northeast, in
the Peloponnese and Crete, the slab begins to dip beneath
the Aegean Plate with an angle of about 20◦, as imaged by
seismic lines (Bohnhoff et al., 2001), receiver functions anal-
ysis (Meier et al., 2007) and results from combined seismic
techniques models (Meier et al., 2004) or velocity–gravity
models (Casten and Snopek, 2006; Makris and Yegorova,
2006). The slab retains a shallow angle until a depth of at
least 120 km as revealed by tomographic images of P- and S-
velocity variations (Papazachos and Nolet, 1997; Li et al.,
2003; Suckale et al., 2009; Pearce et al., 2012). We con-
strained the position of the slab interface between 35 and
200 km beneath the Aegean Plate also considering the topog-
raphy of the African Moho resulting from receiver function
analyses of P- and S-waves (Sodoudi et al., 2006) and as-
suming a ∼ 8 km thickness of the subducting oceanic crust
as results from the work by Gesret et al. (2010) and Pearce
at al. (2012). Tomographic analyses by various authors sug-
gest the presence of the slab at very deep depth by revealing
a large high velocity anomaly beneath the Aegean Sea that
reaches the 660 km discontinuity (Piromallo and Morelli,
2003; Dilek and Sandvol, 2009; Suckale et al., 2009).
Seismicity distribution depicts a well developed Wadati-
Benioff zone beneath the Aegean Sea to a depth of about
180 km (Hatzfeld and Martin, 1992; Benetatos et al., 2004;
Bohnhoff et al., 2005; Papazachos et al., 2000; Rontogianni
et al., 2011). Interface earthquakes concentrate at depth be-
tween 15 and 45 km (Taymaz et al., 1990; Shaw and Jack-
son, 2010; Heuret et al., 2011) and P-axes azimuth generally
agree with the plate convergence direction depicted by GPS
velocity vectors (McKenzie, 1978; Jackson and McKenzie,
1988; Taymaz et al., 1990; Papazachos et al., 1999; Bene-
tatos et al., 2004).
Seismic coupling of the Hellenic subduction is generally
considered weak (Becker and Meier, 2010; Reilinger et al.,
2010; Rontogianni, 2010; Shaw and Jackson, 2010; Heuret
et al., 2011), as moment rates and slip rates computed on the
basis of seismicity account only for about 20 % of those com-
puted on the basis of the convergence rate shown by geodetic
data. However, Ganas and Parsons (2009) propose that the
Hellenic subduction is fully coupled.
The Hellenic subduction is supposed to have generated
one of the largest, if not the largest of all, earthquakes of the
entire Mediterranean area, which occurred in 365 AD charac-
terized by an estimated magnitude larger than 8 (Guidoboni
et al., 1994; CFTI4Med by Guidoboni et al., 2007; Drakos
and Stiros, 2001) and an observed coseismic uplift of up to
9 m (Pirazzoli et al., 1982).
In the Ionian Islands (Lefkada, Cephalonia, and Zakyn-
thos) area, the subduction shows slight differences with re-
spect to the rest of the Hellenic subduction system. Ap-
proaching this lateral termination, GPS velocities of the
southward motion of the Aegean plate with respect to the
African plate progressively decrease to values of about 20–
25 mm yr−1. Interface earthquakes concentrate within 20 km
depth (Shaw and Jackson, 2010) and the calculated complete
seismic coupling (Laigle et al., 2002) seems to be higher than
in the rest of the Hellenic subduction (Laigle et al., 2004).
3.3.2 Crustal fault sources (Type 1): Ionian Island
Transform Fault Zone
We include in this data set the main tectonic structures
that characterize the northwestern lateral termination of the
Hellenic Arc. Here the main structures are the NE–SW
Cephalonia–Lefkada transform zone, the Achaia right-lateral
strike-slip fault, and a set of NE-dipping thrust faults. Strike-
slip fault sources B1–B3 are characterized by a steep dip
(> 50◦) and a maximum depth of 20–25 km, as revealed
by seismic lines and seismological information on earth-
quake location and fault plane solutions (e.g. Louvari et al.,
1999; Kokinou et al., 2005, 2006; Ganas et al., 2009; Feng
et al., 2010; Shaw and Jackson, 2010). They are supposed
to accommodate a horizontal velocity difference of about
30 mm yr−1 between the Eurasian and Aegean plates. Slip
rate values can be obtained by partitioning the geodetic rates
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among the fault sources [B2 and B3], considering that up
to 20 mm yr−1 could be taken up by the Cephalonia fault
source [B2] according to GPS data (Kahle et al., 1996; Hol-
lenstein et al., 2008). These values are consistent with the
long-term geological offset of 100–120 km attained by the
fault in 6–8 My of activity (Royden and Papanikolau, 2011).
A different partition of geodetic rates among faults inland
suggests lower slip rates for the Lefkada Fault source [B1].
In between of the two sets of strike-slip fault sources, two
main reverse structures [B4 and B5] affect the accretionary
wedge. They are imaged in a seismic line (Kokinou et al.,
2005) where they seem to reach the subduction interface at
a depth of 16–17 km with a gently dipping plane. Because
of lack of available data, we estimated their slip rates only
on the basis of general considerations on plate convergence.
Focal mechanisms from earthquakes in the area around the
Ionian Islands show both strike-slip and reverse faulting (Pa-
pazachos et al., 1998; Louvari et al., 1999; Kokinou et al.,
2006) with P-axes generally trending around 40◦ N and ro-
tating to 80◦ N near Cephalonia Island (Papazachos et al.,
1999).
Several M > 6 earthquakes hit this area since ancient
times. The largest of them are the M = 7.2 event of 12 Au-
gust 1953, in Cephalonia (Stiros et al., 1994); the 1867,
M = 7.2, in Lixouri (Cephalonia Island); and the M = 7.0
transpressive event of 17 January 1983, that occurred on
the southwestern part of the Cephalonia Fault source (Lou-
vari et al., 1999). Other significant earthquakes of the instru-
mental era are the M = 6.4 strike-slip earthquake that oc-
curred on 8 June 2008, on the Achaia Fault source (Ganas et
al., 2009; Feng et al., 2010), and two events with M = 6.5
and with M = 6.2 that occurred on the southern part of the
Lefkada Fault source, respectively on 22 April 1948 and
on 14 August 2003 (Papadimitriou et al., 2006; Benetatos
et al., 2007). The earthquakes of 1948 and 1983 also gen-
erated tsunamis (NGDC/WDS Global Historical Tsunami
Database; Ambraseys and Synolakis, 2010).
3.3.3 Crustal fault sources (Type 2)
This type of fault sources can be represented by the continua-
tion of the Cephalonia Fault source further offshore along the
northwestern side of the accretionary wedge, as suggested by
interpretation of seismic lines (Minelli and Faccenna, 2010;
Polonia et al., 2011).
3.3.4 Crustal fault sources (Type 3)
Possible fault sources that we did not map are those in the
rest of the accretionary wedge. The Hellenic subduction pro-
cess generated a large accretionary wedge, usually referred
to as the Mediterranean Ridge, which covers most of the Io-
nian oceanic crust. At places, this wedge is more than 200 km
wide in the N–S direction and its southern edge reaches the
African continental margin (Huguen et al., 2001; Kukowski
et al., 2002; Polonia et al., 2002, Chamot-Rooke et al., 2005;
Yem et al., 2011). The accretionary wedge outward growth
rate was estimated at 5–20 mm yr−1 by Kastens (1991) and
at 4 mm yr−1 by Kreemer and Chamot-Rooke (2004). As re-
vealed by seismic imagery, the wedge structure is affected
by large thrust faults that root at a depth of at least 8 km,
(Polonia et al., 2002; Chamot-Rooke et al., 2005; Yem et al.,
2011). The presence of strike-slip and back-thrust structures
is also known.
There exist other possible fault sources that are commonly
referred to as megasplays and are deemed to be capable of
generating tsunamigenic earthquakes (Kimura et al., 2011).
Megasplays are landward-dipping thrust faults that origi-
nate at the slab interface at depth and propagate updip cut-
ting through the accretionary wedge at a steeper angle than
the subducting plate. In the case of the Hellenic subduc-
tion system such faults could be located in correspondence
of the Hellenic Trench (Shaw and Jackson, 2010). Shaw et
al. (2008) suggested that one of such splay faults could have
been the source of the 36 AD earthquake. However, since
there is no clear seismic image that shows their presence in
the Hellenic Arc, like in other parts of the world (e.g. Nankai
Trough), we did not map these kind of possible fault sources.
3.4 Group C: Calabrian Arc
3.4.1 Subduction fault source (Type 1)
The Calabrian Arc [S1] stretches SW–NE for about 300 km
between the eastern side of Sicily and the Taranto Gulf and
then bends abruptly to NW and carries on as a continental
collision between the Apennines and the Adria Plate. The
subduction of African oceanic crust occurs only in the south-
ernmost portion of the arc, about 200 km long.
In the Ionian Sea, the subducting plate dips at an angle
of only 2–8◦ beneath the accretionary wedge. It becomes
steeper (up to 20◦) at depths greater than 10–12 km, ap-
proaching the southeastern coast of Calabria. The dip then
increases again at a depth of 50 km, more or less beneath the
Tyrrhenian coast. Constraints on the slab interface geome-
try in this area are provided essentially by seismic profiles
(Finetti, 2005; Minelli and Faccenna, 2010; Polonia et al.,
2011, 2012). Vp and Vs tomography reveals the presence of a
high velocity anomaly beneath the Tyrrhenian Sea as deep as
600 km (Piromallo and Morelli, 2003; Chiarabba et al., 2008;
Giacomuzzi et al., 2011). Seismicity distribution depicts a
steep NW dipping Wadati–Benioff zone down to a maximum
depth of 450 km (Chiarabba et al., 2005). The typical depth
for interface earthquakes and the long-term seismic/aseismic
factor are still largely undetermined for the Calabrian sub-
duction system (Heuret et al., 2011). In the past centuries the
area was struck by several M > 6 earthquakes; the largest
of them occurred in 1638 (M = 7), 1783 (M = 7), and 1905
(M = 6.7). However, the possibility to associate any of them
with the subduction plane is still debatable.
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3.4.2 Crustal fault sources (Type 1): Calabrian
accretionary wedge
The Calabrian subduction system includes a SE-verging ac-
cretionary wedge extending in the Ionian Sea for about
200 km. Recent seismic profile interpretations (Merlini et al.,
2000; Van Dijk et al., 2000; Finetti, 2005; Minelli and Fac-
cenna, 2010; Polonia et al., 2011) revealed that the accre-
tionary wedge internal structure has two distinct lobes, the
eastern lobe and western lobe, affected by large splay faults
[C2–C6] deemed to be potentially seismogenic by Polonia
et al. (2011, 2012). These splay faults reach the subduction
plane at a depth of 15–20 km in the eastern lobe and around
12 km in the western lobe with NW dipping plane of less than
20◦. Geodetic data indicate a shortening rate of 5 mm yr−1
across the entire accretionary wedge (Devoti et al., 2008).
Slip rate values (0.8–2 mm yr−1 in the eastern lobe and 0.5–
1.3 mm yr−1 in the western lobe) are assigned in order to ac-
count for geodetic data and are equally partitioned among the
mapped structures.
To the north, the contact between Africa and Eurasia
changes gradually from oceanic subduction into continental
collision of the Adria domain. The main thrust is identified in
our data set as fault source C1; based on seismic lines, (Van
Dijk et al., 2000; Finetti, 2005; DISSWG, 2010; Capozzi et
al., 2012) the fault is located between 3 and 12 km depth with
a dip angle of about 30◦. Having little information available
about its slip rate, our estimates are based on general consid-
eration of plate convergence.
Information about seismicity from both historical and in-
strumental records in this area is scarce. Several moderate
earthquakes occurred off the Calabrian eastern coast, the
largest of them being theM = 5.4 earthquake of 8 November
1983.
3.4.3 Crustal fault sources (Type 2)
The Calabrian Accretionary Wedge terminates to the SW
onto the Malta Escarpment, a structure that several authors
propose as being a seismogenic source (e.g. Argnani et al.,
2012). Polonia et al. (2011, 2012) argue that another NW–
SE shear zone, located about 70 km east of the Malta Escarp-
ment, deforms the overlying younger deposits of the accre-
tionary wedge and should be considered as the major tectonic
feature.
Other faults that may affect the area are the seaward con-
tinuation of NNW–SSE strike-slip onshore structures that
dissect the southern part of Calabria and that are imaged
on seismic lines (Del Ben et al., 2008; Polonia et al., 2011;
Capozzi et al., 2012). Also the thrust structures generated by
continental collision in eastern Sicily could continue to the
east in the Ionian Sea.
Similarly to the Hellenic Arc, also in the Calabrian Arc
megasplays may play an important role in generating earth-
quakes and ensuing tsunamis. Clues for the presence of such
structures near the Calabrian eastern coast can be found in
some interpretations of seismic lines (e.g. Minelli and Fac-
cenna, 2010; Polonia et al., 2011).
3.5 Group D: Sicily–Tunisia Graben
3.5.1 Crustal fault sources (Type 1)
The Sicily–Tunisia Graben is located in a rather unstable re-
gion of the African Plate northern continental margin, which
is part of the foreland domain of the Maghrebides south-
verging chain (Corti et al., 2006). Seismic reflection pro-
files show the presence of diffuse normal faulting associ-
ated with the formation of grabens and half grabens. The
main grabens are filled with sediments with a thickness of
more than 1000 m as for example, the Linosa and Pantelle-
ria grabens (Jongsma et al., 1985; Torelli et al., 1995; Finetti
and Del Ben, 2005b; Civile et al., 2010). The crust, in cor-
respondence with the rift structure, is relatively thinned (17–
25 km) with respect of the rest of the continental crust around
it (Finetti and Del Ben, 2005b). The recent extensional and
dextral tectonic activity is demonstrated by the displacement
of Late Pliocene–Quaternary deposits and accompanied by
volcanism and magmatism (Jongsma et al., 1985; Civile et
al., 2010). We include in our data set [D1–D4] the main
graben-bounding faults that seem to cut a significant por-
tion of the crust (12–15 km). Geodetic data indicate NE–SW
extension of 1.5 mm yr−1 associated with a dextral lateral
component of 1.7 mm yr−1 across the Sicily Channel (Ser-
pelloni et al., 2007). Slip rate values are obtained by parti-
tioning the geodetic rates among the fault sources and con-
sidering that LinosaN [D3] has significantly greater vertical
throw (Corti et al., 2006). Instrumentally recorded seismicity
is rather sparse and of moderate magnitude (M < 5). Avail-
able focal mechanisms in the SE continuation of the fault sys-
tem toward the Sirte Gulf show P-axes in agreement with the
plate motion vectors, resulting in a predominant right-lateral
strike-slip movement on the NW–SE fault planes, consistent
with geological data (Serpelloni et al., 2007).
3.5.2 Crustal fault sources (Types 2 and 3)
The fault system in the Sicily Channel carries on southeast-
wardly into the Sirte Gulf and Libya (Corti et al., 2006).
Seismological data (Serpelloni et al., 2007) suggest a possi-
ble strike-slip reactivation of the known NW–SE Cretaceous-
Paleocene normal faults (van der Meer and Cloething, 1993;
Capitanio et al., 2009).
4 Seismogenic potential
This section briefly illustrates the available data on earth-
quakes in the central Mediterranean Sea and their relation-
ship with the fault sources described in Sect. 3. It also intro-
duces the activity rate calculation and results for crustal and
subduction fault sources.
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4.1 Notes on earthquake empirical data
The SHEEC (years 1000–1899; Stucchi et al., 2012) and
EMEC (years 1900–2006; Gru¨nthal and Wahlstro¨m, 2012)
earthquake catalogs have homogeneous determination of
earthquake parameters over the entire study area. With re-
spect to national catalogs, the pre-1900 part of the catalog
relies on improved methods for possible earthquake epicen-
ter location in the sea from macroseismic data and calibration
of moment magnitude. Figure 1 shows that offshore areas
are almost devoid of seismic events in the pre-instrumental
era. The same is not true for on-land areas, thereby high-
lighting the need for a markedly different strategy in PTHA
from PSHA to determine activity rates from seismicity. Fault
sources located in historically “silent” zones could contribute
to PTHA remarkably more than what they do in PSHA. In-
clusion or exclusion of low-ranked faults based on the classi-
fication shown in Fig. 3 should be addressed by performing
sensitivity tests.
4.2 Activity rates from fault sources: theoretical
background
Rates of seismic activity can be estimated from tectonic mo-
ment rates of known fault sources. Moment rate m˙ for any
fault source is given by
m˙= µLWD˙ , (1)
where µ is rigidity, L is fault length, W is fault width, and D˙
is slip rate. Rigidity can be derived from PREM (Preliminary
Reference Earth Model) (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981)
or local data (e.g. shear wave velocity and rock density) if
available. Choices of rigidity values different from PREM,
however, should be considered with caution whenever con-
version between seismic moment and moment magnitude is
needed. Fault length, width, and slip rate are generally de-
rived from geological and geophysical data (see Sect. 3).
The fault moment rate can be considered as a good proxy
for the seismic budget of an area dominated by the activ-
ity of major faults, where the largest earthquakes occur most
likely on the fault surface and smaller earthquakes may oc-
cur everywhere on and around it. The cumulative number of
earthquakes equal or greater than any given size is described
by the GR law. Kagan (2002a, b) transformed the original
GR distribution into the Pareto distribution for scalar seismic
moment that complies with the moment conservation princi-
ple. This distribution has a scale-invariant, power-law part for
small and moderate earthquakes controlled by the parameter
β (where β is related to the b-value of the GR distribution
according to β = (2/3)b) and a moment upper bound. The
parameter β is usually derived from statistics of moderate
earthquakes. The moment upper bound can be derived from
scaling laws that relate fault dimension to seismic moment
or moment magnitude. When β, moment upper bound, and
moment rate are fixed, one can thus derive the corresponding
annual frequency of earthquakes.
4.3 Activity rates of crustal fault sources
The theoretical cumulative moment–frequency distributions
(MFD) for the four groups of crustal fault sources of Type 1
(Fig. 5a–d), illustrated in Sect. 3 (see Fig. 2), are constructed
by calculating seismic moment rate from Eq. (1) using the
total length of each fault in the map, the average width, the
mean slip rate, and rigidity equal to 3×1010 N m−2. For each
group the regional moment rate is obtained by summing the
moment rate of each fault. No aseismic factor is considered.
The scale-invariant part of the MFD uses β = 0.63 (the uni-
versal value proposed by Kagan, 2002a) and the right-hand
tail uses the moment upper bound equivalent to the maxi-
mum moment of fault sources in each group as derived from
Leonard’s (2010) scaling laws (Table 3). This moment upper
bound is derived assuming that a fault can entirely rupture
either its length or width and taking the value that first satu-
rates. Notice that fault aspect ratio is an intrinsic property of
Leonard’s (2010) relationships, which scale differently with
magnitude for the different faulting types.
Fault sources in groups A and C are all thrusts located on
active margins. These faults most often saturate the width
dimension so that the moment upper bound is strongly con-
trolled by data on fault dip and depth. Group B includes both
reverse dip-slip and strike-slip faults that provide similar mo-
ment upper bound values. In strike-slip faults, the moment
upper bound is generally controlled by the length dimen-
sion. In fault sources of group D, the faulting mechanism
is oblique extension and the tectonic domain could be either
affine to an active margin or to a stable continental region.
We thus considered all types of scaling laws. For this rea-
son, the moment upper bound has a larger uncertainty than
in other fault groups.
In order to compare the so obtained MFD with actual
earthquakes distributions, we convert between seismic mo-
ment (expressed in Nm) and moment magnitude using the
relationship proposed by Kanamori and Brodsky (2004). Ta-
ble 5 summarizes occurrences of earthquakes from the seis-
mic catalog selected on the basis of their distance from the
nearest faults. A maximum distance of 30 km was chosen
as a safe criterion considering that it is about a half of the
earthquake location error for historical offshore earthquakes.
In the Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt and the Ionian Is-
land Transform Fault Zone this comparison shows that for
Mw ≥ 6 there is a rather good agreement between recurrence
intervals derived from fault sources and those that could be
derived from the seismic catalog. The average earthquake
frequency predicted by the tectonic rates of fault sources was
significantly exceeded in the second half of the XIX cen-
tury in the Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt and remained be-
low average in the Ionian Island Transform Fault Zone ex-
cept for the post 1950 period. The Calabrian Accretionary
Wedge and the Sicily–Tunisia Graben fault sources suggest
rates that can be hardly compared with seismicity. Aver-
age recurrence intervals of Mw ≥ 7 earthquakes as predicted
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Fig. 5. (a–d) Diagrams showing the cumulative moment–frequency distribution (bold solid line) of crustal fault sources, grouped according
to regional tectonic properties, based on the restrained Pareto distribution from Kagan (2002b) and constrained by the summed tectonic
moment rate (Table 5): (a) Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt; (b) Ionian Island Transform Fault Zone; (c) Calabrian Accretionary Wedge; (d)
Sicily–Tunisia Graben. The dashed lines show the cumulative minimum and maximum number of earthquakes from 100 sets of 1000 random
samples according to these distributions. (e–f) Diagrams showing the cumulative MFD of subduction sources (slab interface) based on the
restrained Pareto distribution from Kagan (2002b) and constrained by the tectonic moment rate (Table 4): (e) Hellenic Arc; (f) Calabrian
Arc. W : width of slab interface constrained by seismogenic depth and average dip angle; c: long-term aseismic factor; Mw: magnitude upper
bound.
from fault sources could easily exceed the time length of
the seismic catalog in these offshore areas. However, the
seemingly aseismic deformation in the accretionary wedge
of the Calabrian Arc could possibly be explained by the weak
rock composition (Polonia et al., 2011) and mode of tectonic
loading. Rheology studies are necessary to get insights on
the potential seismic behaviour of accretionary wedges. The
Sicily–Tunisia Graben, instead, is an intracontinental defor-
mation belt, and tectonic analogs onshore, such as the Rhine
Graben in northwestern Europe, have been thoroughly inves-
tigated (Vanneste et al., 2013) providing insights on the ca-
pability of this type of faults to be active and seismogenic.
4.4 Activity rates of subduction sources
The theoretical MFD for the two subduction sources illus-
trated in Sect. 3 (see Fig. 2) are shown in Fig. 5e–f. Differ-
ently from crustal fault sources, we here consider also the
epistemic uncertainty on moment upper bound, seismogenic
depth, and long-term aseismic factor by showing the vari-
ability on activity rates predicted by the theoretical MFD
that balances the tectonic moment rate. All MFDs are con-
structed using β = 0.63 and moment upper bound equivalent
to a maximum moment magnitude arbitrarily set equal to 8.5
and 9. Tectonic moment rate is obtained (Table 4) using the
total length of the arc where there is evidence of ongoing
oceanic subduction, the mean convergence rate, average dip
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Table 5. Frequency of larger earthquakes for the four groups of crustal fault sources and historically observed seismicity (M ≥ 6) in 50-yr
intervals for the last three centuries.
Fault Name Total Moment Mw ≥ 6 Mw ≥ 7 M ≥ 6
group moment upper in 50 yr in 50 yr
17
00
–1
75
0
17
50
–1
80
0
18
00
–1
85
0
18
50
–1
90
0
19
00
–1
95
0
19
50
–2
00
6
rate bound
×1016 Nm yr−1 ×1020 Nm
A Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt 57.4 5.38 1–2 < 1 1 0 4 9 3 0
B Ionian Island Transform Fault Zone 506 3.07 12–18 < 2 1 5 4 5 5 13
C Calabrian Accretionary Wedge 119 12.7 ∼ 2 < 1 – – 2 – – –
D Sicily–Tunisia Graben 24.5 0.196 1–2 ? – – – – – –
angle, and constant rigidity of 3×1010 N m−2. The long-term
aseismic factor is assumed to be 0.2 or 0.8. The seismogenic
width is fixed between depth to the top of 15 km and depth to
bottom of 40–50 km for the Hellenic Arc (based on Heuret et
al., 2011) and depth to the top of 10 km and depth to bottom
of 40–50 km for the Calabrian Arc (assumed by us, consid-
ering the lack of specific data).
The choices about the upper moment bound (difference
of 0.5 in moment magnitude) generally affect the MFD for
smaller earthquakes by a factor of two. The activity rate of
the Calabrian Arc seems to be generally more than one or-
der of magnitude lower than that of the Hellenic Arc. The
frequency of Mw ≥ 8 earthquakes is of 1–9 in 1000 yr in the
Hellenic Arc and less than one in 2500 yr in the Calabrian
Arc.
With these long recurrence intervals, the comparison with
historical seismicity in subduction zones is even more chal-
lenging than that for crustal faults. The rates of larger earth-
quakes are very long and it is unlikely to be able to dis-
criminate intraslab from interface earthquakes from macro-
seismic data alone. One possible assumption is that the very
large earthquakes (M > 8) have occurred on the slab inter-
face in analogy with other subduction zones. In the Hellenic
Arc, however,M = 8+ earthquakes seem to have occurred in
365 AD and 1303, whereas in the Calabrian Arc there is no
evidence of very large earthquakes in the historical record.
5 Tsunamigenic potential
This section briefly illustrates the available data on tsunamis
in the central Mediterranean Sea and their relationship with
the fault sources described in Sect. 3. As a demonstration of
the tsunamigenic potential of the fault sources, it then intro-
duces the calculation of tsunami scenarios and their results
for a selection of crustal and subduction fault sources.
5.1 Notes on tsunami empirical data
In general, earthquakes are the most likely source of tsunamis
in the world. Although other types of potential tsunami-
genic geologic sources exist – such as volcano erup-
tions or landslides – in the central Mediterranean Sea, the
NGDC/WDS Global Historical Tsunami Database lists about
18 tsunamis generated by earthquakes. This selection of
events considers those tsunamis generated in the Ionian Sea
in historical time, with an M > 6 earthquake as the most
likely cause, and the highest rank for the validity of tsunami
occurrence. The majority of them were generated in Greece.
Eight of them were generated by earthquakes with M > 7,
two with M > 8 (in 365 AD and 1303 near Crete).
However, in the Mediterranean Sea the origin of many his-
torical tsunamis is debated. For example, among the largest
tsunamis recorded in the instrumental era, the Messina Straits
in 1908 was apparently caused by a normal faulting M =
7.1 earthquake (Pino et al., 2009 and references therein),
whereas Billi et al. (2008) argued that the tsunami could have
been caused by a submarine landslide.
The source of older large tsunamis is even more contro-
versial. The 1693 tsunami was attributed to many and very
different potential crustal faults and the Calabrian subduc-
tion interface (Gutscher et al., 2006) (see Table B1 for a
summary) and possibly to an offshore landslide (Tinti et al.,
2001), whereas Gerardi et al. (2008) exclude that the tsunami
could have been generated by a landslide. However, none of
the offshore fault source solutions proposed so far can ex-
plain the on-land macroseismic data on the 1693 earthquake
(Visini et al., 2008, 2009).
The 365 AD earthquake of Crete was apparently generated
on the Hellenic Arc and estimated to have had a moment
magnitude larger than 8 by many authors. On that occasion,
western Crete was apparently raised up to 9 m (Pirazzoli et
al., 1982) and the tsunami produced damages at many lo-
calities of the entire Mediterranean Sea (Guidoboni et al.,
1994), forming the awareness of a potentially catastrophic
event, more than any other in the Mediterranean area, of a
size comparable to that of mega-thrusts in the Pacific or In-
dian oceans.
5.2 Tsunami scenarios
Scenario-based tsunami hazard assessment has a quite long
tradition (e.g. Tinti and Armigliato, 2003; Løvholt et al.,
2006; Okal et al., 2006, 2011; Okal and Synolakis, 2008;
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Table 6. Parameters of sample fault ruptures (see Fig. 6a) for locations.
ID Lata Longa Length Width Strike Dip Rake Slip Top depth b.s.l. Mean elevation Mwb
North East km km deg deg deg m m m
A6 39.486 19.571 35 14 322 30 90 3 3000 1151 7
B2 38.007 20.105 49 10 35 60 160 3 4000 2624 7
B4 37.308 19.985 35 14 310 22 90 3 5000 3258 7
C4 37.049 16.571 35 14 233 12 90 3 4000 3010 7
D2 35.880 14.069 35 14 135 60 215 3 3000 941 7
S1a 37.937 16.749 35 14 218 18 90 3 10 000 1827 7
S2a 35.137 23.401 35 14 310 15 90 3 15 000 3032 7
S1b 38.019 16.616 100 45 218 18 90 9 10 000 1526 8
S2b 35.241 23.506 100 45 310 15 90 9 15 000 1729 8
a Lat and Long are coordinates of the top-middle point of rectangular faults. b Moment magnitude of sample fault source.
Lorito et al., 2008; Tiberti et al., 2008; Tinti et al., 2008;
Tang et al., 2009). However, while the scenario based ap-
proach is being progressively replaced by PTHA, it can be
still useful in many circumstances such as the construction of
infrastructure design scenarios, or for an order-of-magnitude
estimate in particularly complex tectonic settings (Løvholt et
al., 2012b).
For a preliminary assessment of the relative tsunamigenic
power of the fault sources, we design simplified uniform slip
scenarios. A more thorough scenario design should incorpo-
rate some or all the elements summarized in Table 3. Table 6
and Fig. 6a summarize the parameters attributed to a set of
sample ruptures that may occur on any of the fault sources
listed in Tables 3 and 4, for which we numerically com-
puted tsunami scenarios. These sample ruptures roughly rep-
resent Mw = 7 earthquakes for all crustal fault sources, and
Mw = 7 and Mw = 8 earthquakes for subduction sources.
Notice that these ruptures are sampled at random but tak-
ing care that they are all located entirely offshore, although
their parent fault sources may be partly located inland. The
parameters of these ruptures are used to initialize the built-in
Okada analytical formulas (Okada, 1985, 1992) in the COM-
COT (Cornell Multi-grid Coupled Tsunami Model) code
(http://ceeserver.cee.cornell.edu/pll-group/comcot.htm), and
then the tsunami propagation at open sea is simulated by
solving the linear version of shallow water equations. The
boundary conditions used are pure wave reflection at the
solid boundary (coastlines) and full wave transmission at the
open boundary (open sea).
The computational domain (Fig. 6b–j) for tsunami prop-
agation has a spatial resolution of 30 arc-seconds. We
use the topo/bathymetric data set SRTM30 PLUS (Shuttle
Radar Topography Mission) (http://topex.ucsd.edu/WWW
html/srtm30 plus.html). For each sample fault rupture, we
compute the maximum water elevation along the 50-m iso-
baths within the computational domain, and then we extrap-
olate the maximum wave heights along the coasts by using
Green’s Law (Synolakis, 1991).
The results of numerical simulations show that both the
Mw = 7 and Mw = 8 earthquakes generated by the fault
sources in our data set are potentially tsunamigenic (Fig. 6b–
j). Mw = 7 earthquakes produce significant wave heights
(Hmax > 0.5 m, Fig. 6b–h) only locally, whereas Mw = 8
earthquakes produce significant wave heights almost every-
where in the investigated domain (Fig. 6i and j). Mw = 8
earthquakes, however, are likely to be generated only by the
two subduction zones. The different distributions of theHmax
for each simulated earthquake rupture point to locally dif-
ferent threat levels along the coasts and particularly with
regards to Mw = 7 events. Although for relatively smaller
events the tsunami exposure is significant only at local level,
Hmax smaller than 0.5 m should not be neglected because wa-
ter waves of few tens of centimeters can still cause significant
damages in the harbours due to resonance effects.
In principle, the tsunami waves generated by strike-slip
faulting are less significant with respect to dip-slip fault-
ing because the vertical component of seafloor displacement
they cause is smaller. This consideration could somehow de-
ceptively induce thinking that strike-slip earthquakes would
not generate significant damages along the coasts. However,
in some cases the bathymetry (Fig. 6a) can play an impor-
tant role regarding the tsunami effects. For example, the
shelf extending to the southeast of Apulia (Fig. 3) acts as
a wave guide for tsunami propagation thereby focusing the
energy in a relatively narrow band and enhancing the wave
height that reaches the southernmost tip of Apulia. This is
the well-understood continuous refraction and amplification
phenomenon. Despite the slight vertical seafloor displace-
ment caused by the strike-slip mechanism of the causative
fault, the Cephalonia Fault source poses a significant threat
to the coasts of southern Italy, which may be further in-
creased by shoaling amplification (Fig. 6e). Another case
of systematic amplification is caused by the extension of
the continental platform in the Derna District, Libya, which
seems to enhance the water height even for some cases of
Mw = 7 earthquakes (Fig. 6c, f–h). The Malta Escarpment is
another noteworthy geomorphic feature, running NNW–SSE
for ca. 150 km south of Sicily, with a bathymetric step of
1000–1500 m, east side lower. This feature apparently en-
hances the wave height of all the tsunamis generated by fault
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Fig. 6. Maps showing maximum wave heights (Hmax) and tsunami travel time (green contour lines at 20 min intervals) for the exploration
of the tsunamigenic potential of fault sources: (a) map of the individual sample ruptures (see fault parameters in Table 6); (b) Sicily–Tunisia
Graben, crustal oblique-normal fault D2, Mw = 7; (c) Calabrian Accretionary Wedge, crustal thrust fault C4, Mw = 7; (d) Hellenides Fold-
and-thrust Belt, crustal thrust fault A6,Mw = 7; (e) Ionian Island Transform Fault Zone, crustal strike-slip fault B2,Mw = 7; (f) Ionian Island
Transform Fault Zone, crustal thrust fault B4, Mw = 7; (g) Calabrian Arc, subduction interface S1a, Mw = 7; (h) Hellenic Arc, subduction
interface S2a, Mw = 7; (i) Calabrian Arc, subduction interface S1b, Mw = 8; (j) Hellenic Arc, subduction interface S2b, Mw = 8. Yellow,
orange and red dots indicate the Hmax values along the coasts lower than 0.5 m, between 0.5 and 1 m, and greater than 1 m, respectively.
Black rectangles represent the surface projection of the fault sources.
sources on the eastern side of the basin, whereas it lessens
the wave height of tsunamis generated by fault sources in the
Sicily Channel.
6 Final remarks
Among the various epistemic uncertainties that character-
ize PTHA, we developed a hierarchization scheme for the
justification level of existence and behaviour of potentially
tsunamigenic fault sources, and showed how this rationale
could be incorporated in a logic-tree approach for PTHA.
For our case study, set in the central Mediterranean Sea,
we reviewed the tectonic literature to identify and map po-
tential tsunamigenic fault sources and applied our hierar-
chical scheme. For crustal and subduction fault sources of
Type 1 (Sect. 2) we also estimated the MFD of earthquakes
they could generate and evaluated their relative tsunami-
genic potential through a series of sample tsunami scenarios.
Although we did not calculate tsunami hazard curves in this
study, several considerations worth of notice can be drawn by
inspecting the wave field and Hmax attained at target coast-
lines.
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Fig. 6. Continued.
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On the one hand, an Mw = 7 earthquake rupture in the
Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt (fault group A) produces a
pattern of Hmax > 0.5 m on a very long stretch of the coast in
southern Italy and northern Greece, whereas an earthquake
of the same size in the Ionian Island Transform Fault Zone
(fault group B) produces Hmax > 0.5 m only at few localities
(southernmost tip of Apulia and the Ionian Islands). On the
other hand, the MFD constrained by tectonic moment rate
predicts that the frequency of an Mw ≥ 7 earthquake in the
Ionian Island Transform Fault Zone is about ten times higher
than that in the Hellenides Fold-and-thrust Belt.
In the Calabrian Accretionary Wedge (fault group C), the
predicted frequency of Mw ≥ 7 earthquakes is significant as
well as the pattern of Hmax > 0.5 m produced on the coasts
of southern Italy. However, in this case the tectonically con-
strained MFD compared with rates of observed earthquakes
is an open issue. Are those faults really seismogenic? Given
the peculiar mechanical properties of rocks and the modes
of tectonic loading in accretionary wedges, is the theoreti-
cal MFD a really good descriptor of seismic activity? These
very basic knowledge uncertainties are reflected in the clas-
sification of these fault sources, as case #5 of our hierar-
chical justification level scheme for both earthquake and
tsunami generation (see Fig. 4, Tables A1 and A2). An ap-
proach to the compilation of fault sources that incorporates
only sources derived from empirical data on earthquakes and
tsunamis implies that fault sources with justification level #5,
#6, and possibly, #4 would be totally neglected in the haz-
ard study (see logic-tree branches in Fig. 2. Another open
issue is the comparison between the tectonically constrained
MFD and observed earthquakes in the Sicily–Tunisia Graben
(fault group D). In this case, there exist examples of analog
areas, such as the Rhine Graben in northwestern Europe, that
address the seismogenic potential in such tectonic setting
through paleoseismic studies (Vanneste et al., 2013), filling
this gap of knowledge in the open sea would be extremely
challenging. This area, however, from our analysis will likely
be the one that poses the least hazard for a combination of
reasons. On the one hand, the earthquake activity rate that
may produce significant tsunami waves is lower than that of
all other fault sources. An Mw = 7 earthquake, a magnitude
at the very uppermost moment bound of the MFD, produces
Hmax > 0.5 m only at few sites in the Sicily Channel. The
bathymetric effects also cause the waning of waves that prop-
agate across the Malta Escarpment into the eastern side of the
basin.
In the case of subduction zones (Hellenic and Calabrian
arcs), we examined the epistemic uncertainties in more de-
tail with regards to parameters that control the construction
of the MFD, such as the seismogenic bottom depth, long-
term aseismic factor, and moment upper bound. The vari-
ability of these parameters, on the basis of available data
and studies, produces very different earthquake activity rates.
Although the pattern of Hmax > 0.5 m produced by Mw = 7
earthquakes in the subduction interface of both subduction
zones are comparable to those on the corresponding crustal
fault sources, the frequency of Mw ≥ 7 earthquakes in the
Hellenic Arc subduction interface is much higher than that of
any other fault group in the area. The effects of the epistemic
uncertainties of these subduction zones can also be looked
at from the perspective of a specific temporal horizon. For
instance, with reference to having one earthquake in 100 yr,
the ensemble of MFDs for the Hellenic Arc that takes into
account all the considered epistemic uncertainties includes
earthquakes ranging in size from Mw > 7 to Mw > 8. Con-
sidering the dramatic difference in Hmax patterns produced
in the two pairs of scenarios, we calculated (Fig. 6g, h, i,j)
that one can also expect a high uncertainty in the final hazard
computation.
In analogy with the use of fault sources in PSHA, other
epistemic uncertainties are encountered at each step of the
fault characterization. As an example, we calculated prospec-
tive activity rates, in the form of MFD restrained with an up-
per moment bound (Pareto) constrained by applying scaling
laws to fault dimensions and balanced with tectonic moment
rates. Other recurrence models should also be applied and
global vs. regional constraints to MFD should be tested. In
addition, all geometric and kinematic parameters, as well as
the fault mechanical properties, have their own epistemic un-
certainties that were not treated here since they deserve fur-
ther specific investigations.
In order to perform a comprehensive PTHA study, the
contribution to the hazard from all possible fault sources
should be incorporated, not just fault sources here classified
as Type 1. Lack of data or controversial interpretations of
available data may prevent the full characterization of fault
sources (e.g. Types 2 and 3; Sect. 2) and different strategies
can be adopted to define some default parameters or rec-
oncile alternative interpretations. These strategies, however,
will only provide an opportunity to run the hazard calcula-
tions, while the epistemic uncertainty of those potential fault
sources remains clearly earmarked. With this goal in mind,
we reported as an illustrative example the possible treat-
ment of such epistemic uncertainties in a logic tree scheme
(Fig. 2). We did not explore the possible choices of a weight-
ing scheme to be associated to this classification. Disaggre-
gation analysis could help highlight the contribution to the
hazard from fault sources with higher uncertainty and pro-
mote their reappraisal to compensate the lack of knowledge.
Disaggregation, however, can only be performed after the
hazard analysis is completed. For a better guidance, on how
to handle the epistemic uncertainties beforehand, one could
use sensitivity analysis explicitly carried out for tsunami met-
rics.
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Appendix B
Table B1. Summary of various solutions for the source of the 11 January 1693 tsunami.
Fault Lata Longa Distance Bearing L W Strike Dip Rake Slip Depth Depth Notes
modelc to to to
Augustab top bottom
1 37.055 15.330 22 334 50 15 346 90 dip slip 6.2 2 17 Located onshore
(west side up).
2 37.264 14.979 22 100 40 10 250 60 300 3.4 2.7 11.4 Solution “SL1” fault;
partially onshore.
3 37.358 15.026 22 130 30 15 67.5 30 270 8 3.0 10.5 Solution “SL2”; fault
partially onshore.
4 36.476 17.021 181 298 120 170 225 5 90 2 5 20 Modelled with
non uniform slip.
5 37.277 15.396 16 252 28.5 16.5 330–360 28 270 5 0.5 8.2 Composed by subfaults
of 5.8–10.2 km long.
a Fault coordinates (columns Lat, Long) are those of the top-middle point.
b Distance and bearing to the town of Augusta are from the fault top-middle point to a point with coordinates 15.22◦ E, 37.23◦ N.
c 1 – Piatanesi and Tinti (1998); 2, 3 – Tinti et al. (2001); 4 – Gutscher et al. (2006); 5 – Argnani et al. (2012).
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